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Bibliomist Program

BIBLIOMIST is expanding access to information and modern technology through:

- Equipping up to 1,600 public libraries with technology by 2013;
- Training librarians to use new technology at 25 training centers, and improving computer literacy among patrons at participating libraries across the country;
- Helping librarians advocate for libraries and raise necessary resources to serve community needs;
- Promoting modern Ukrainian libraries among the general public.
Training Infrastructure

- 25 training centers & curriculum:
  - National Training Center in Kyiv;
  - 24 regional training centers in Ukraine;
  - 6 training modules developed and offered to librarians.
Training curriculum (3 required courses):
- IT basics;
- Internet as a library service;
- Innovative services and fundraising.

3 more courses developed & offered:
- Intellectual Freedom;
- Web 2.0;
- Advocacy

Participants of the trainings are evaluated 3 times: at the beginning of their training, at the end of the training, and in half a year.
Training Program Update

About 7,000 librarians have been trained in the framework of the 3 required training modules in Ukraine as of December 2012.
Workshops for Trainers & Coordinators

Stress Management & on-the-Job Burnout Prevention
Workshops for Trainers & Coordinators

Fundraising & Sustainability Workshop for TC Coordinators
Web Resource for Training Centers

- created at the initiative of RTC trainers and developed pro bono by the Crimean RTC
- Content generated by common efforts of trainers
- communication takes place in an interactive form; consulting for NTC and RTC trainers provided

http://bibliomist.org.ua/
Web Resource for Trainers
THANK YOU!
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